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 Abstract : In this paper an attempt is made to find out Passenger Car Unit (PCU) value for Nal Stop. Passenger  

Car Unit (PCU)  value  of each  class  of vehicle  is  very important  for any  mixed  traffic  flow  studies.  These 

may beconcerning traffic flow parameters, capacity, signal design, parking lots etc.The work took into account 

the effect of mixing of traffic, speed and headway. A set of PCU values was then derived. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

 

The impacts on transportation sector are quite major due to rapid growth of urbanization, especially because of 

urban vehicular growth. Effects of urbanization are felt significantly in terms of traffic congestions, delays, road 

safety, pollution, and transport efficiency. As the population of country is increasing the demand forvehicles of 

all types is also increasing, e.g. car and motor cycles for personal use, heavy vehicles for goods transport and 

etc. Effectively addressing the congestion issue means not only adding new lanes (capacity) to the roadway 

system, it also means finding ways to make the existing roads work better. 

Traffic is a sign of mobility and of a dynamic economy. However, excessive congestion causes a range of 

undesirable consequences. It imposes costs on the community and businesses through: 

• Longer, less predictable travel times. 

• Lost productivity and additional running costs of vehicles. 

• Increased pollution, noise, loss of amenity, driver stress. 

• Reduced time, people spend with their families. 

The study aims to plan and develop a quality transport network that supports the safe and efficient movement of 

traffic on major roads and protects lifestyle and safety in residential areas. 

 

 

1.1 NEED FOR PCU VALUES: 

Different vehicle types occupy different spaces on the road, move at different speeds, and start at different 

accelerations. Furthermore, the behaviour of drivers of the different types of vehicles may also vary 

considerably.  This poses a problem for designing roads, intersections, and traffic signals.  A uniform measure 

of vehicles is thus necessary to estimate traffic volume and capacity of roads under mixed traffic flow.  This is 

rather difficult to achieve unless the different vehicle types are stated in terms of a common standard vehicle 
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unit. For this reasons, the concept of Passenger Car Unit (PCU) or Passenger Car Equivalent (PCE) was 

developed and it became a common practice to convert the other vehicle types into PCUs.  It is generally 

expressed as PCU per hour, PCU per lane per hour, or PCU per kilometre length of lane.The main objective of 

this paper is to determine the value of passenger car units for motor cycle, three wheelers, trucks and buses at a 

signalized intersection, Nal Stop in Pune city. 

 

1.2 FACTORS AFFECTING PCU VALUES: 

Passenger  Car Unit  (PCU)  value  has  been  defined  by the  TRRL as  “On  any  particular section of road 

under  prevailing  traffic  conditions,  the  addition of one  vehicle  of a particular  type  per  hour will reduce  

the  average  speed  of the  remaining  vehicles  by the same  amount  as  the  addition of say,  „X‟ cars  of 

average  size  per hour.  One vehicle of this type is equivalent to „X‟ PCU. In  the  case  of  a bottleneck, and 

particular  in  an intersection,  if a particular  type  of vehicle  under  saturated  conditions  requires  „X‟ times  

as much  time  at  the intersection  as  is  required  by an  average  car, then that  type  is  equivalent  to  „X‟ 

PCU”.If  the  addition  of one  vehicle  of a particular  class  in the  traffic  stream  produces  the  same effect  as  

that  produced  by  the  addition of one  passenger  car, then  that  vehicle  class is considered  equivalent  to  a 

passenger  car.  Hence,  this  value  may be considered  as a measure of relative  space requirement  of  a vehicle  

class  compared  to  that  by  a passenger car  under  a specified set  ofroadway,  traffic  and  other  conditions. 

 

PCU values depends on the following factors: 

 

1.Vehicle Characteristics:  Physical  and  mechanical,  such  as length,  width, power, accelerations,  

deceleration  and  braking  characteristics  of the  vehicles. 

2. Stream Characteristics: 

a) Mean stream speed. 

b) Transverse gap or lateral clearance distribution of vehicles at different speeds of flow. 

c) Longitudinal gap distribution of vehicles at different speeds of flow. 

d) Speed  characteristics  of the  stream  such  as speed  distribution,  dispersion and speed  differences  

between  different  adjoining vehicles  in  longitudinal and transverse  directions. 

e) Stream composition, i.e.percentagecomposition of different classes of vehicles. 

f) Traffic volume to capacity ratio. 

g) Pedestrian volume. 

h) Flow conditions. 

3. Roadway characteristics: 

a) Horizontal alignment. 

b) Location:  rural, urban, and semi-urban. 

c) Stretch:  mid-block, signalised intersection, police controlled intersection, uncontrolled intersections, 

and rotary. 

d) Skid resistance ofpavement surface. 

e) Traffic flow regulations such as one-way, two-way, divided and undivided roads. 

f) Number  of lanes  and pavement  width 
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g) Sight distance. 

h) Pavement surface unevenness,type andstructural condition. 

4. Environmentalcharacteristics: 

a) Surroundings andlocal factors. 

b) Obstructions. 

c) Roadway location - embankment, cut, underpass, overpass, tunnel. 

d) Terrain conditions:  plain, rolling, hilly, mountainous. 

5. Climatic conditions: 

a) Fog, mist. 

b) Rainy, dry. 

6. Control conditions: 

a) Posted speed limit. 

b) Segregation of slow andfast moving vehicles. 

c) Free access, control ofaccess. 

 

1.3 BASIC PRINCIPLE TO ESTIMATE PCU VALUES: 

Two  basic  principles  should  be  applied  to  the  estimation  of PCU Values  for  any of  the roadway types  

identified  in  capacity analysis  procedures.  The  first  principle links  the concept  of PCU  to  the  level  of 

service  (LOS)  concept  and  the  second emphasizes  the consideration  of all factors  that  contribute to  the  

overall  effect  of all vehicles  on the  traffic stream  performance. Level  of  service  is   quantitative  measure  

of the  effect  of number  of  factors,  which  includes speed and travel  time,  traffic  interruptions,  freedom  to  

manoeuvre safety,  driving  comfort and convenience  to  various categories  of roads. Passenger  car  Unit  

(PCU) value  of each  class  of  vehicle  has  been  found  to  be of  prime importance  in  the  study  of mixed  

traffic  particularly  in  studies  concerning  traffic  flow parameter,  capacity, signal  design ,  parking  lots  etc. 

 

1.4 SCOPE OF THIS STUDY: 

In  this  study,  urban  mid-block  section  has be  considered  to  find the  PCU  values.  With  all the  various  

factors  influencing  the  PCU values  as  discussed  above,  the  main factors  which have been  considered  here 

are: 

a) Average speed of each class under different set of prevailing conditions. 

b) Average longitudinal gap. 

c) Average Effective width. 

 

2. DATA COLLECTION: 

In Pune city Nal Stop were selected to conduct the traffic study using the manual count method. 

1. Speed measurement: 

Speed of different classes of vehicle was measured using the speed gun software in a smart phone.  

Classified traffic volume counts were also obtained by manual count method. 

2. Time headway measurement: 
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Time headway of different classes of vehicles was measured.  This  was  done  by observing the  time  

headway  for a constant distance  of  same  class  of  vehicle. 

3. Width and lateral clearance: 

On most of the  roads,  vehicles  are  travelling  behind  each  other  in  more or  less  as a lane.Since,  

this  lane  concept  holds  good,  there  will  not be  much change  in  the  PCU value from this  factor.  Hence, 

the effective width and transverse clearance was not considered. 

3. DATA ANYLYSIS: 

3.1SPEED DISTRIBUTION: 

The PCU factor is based on the meanspeed valuesof different vehicle classes.  This  is calculated  by 

dividing  the  mean speed  value of  passenger  cars  by  the  mean speed  value of any vehicle  class.  The values 

are given in Table-3.1.2 

Table 3.1.1:speed values in km/hr 

Sr. 

no. 
2 W 4 W 3 W 

Bus/ 

Truck 

1 23.5 16.9 15.4 8.9 

2 18.9 18.4 14.2 12.6 

3 28.1 13.7 14.3 11.3 

4 21.6 17.3 12.5 11.8 

5 30.3 18.7 12.2 10.2 

6 19.8 15.4 9.4 10.2 

7 27.7 16.3 16.7 10.7 

8 22.3 17.8 18.3 8.6 

9 20.0 15.6 20.2 9.3 

10 22.9 19.8 18.3 12.7 

Avg. 23.51 17.00 15.15 10.63 

 

 

 

 

Where, 

Fu = PCU factor for speed of vehicle class V. 

Uc = Mean speed of car. 

Uv= Mean speed of the vehicle class V. 

 

Sample Calculation: 

 

For Motorcycle. 
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Fu = 0.7231 

 

 

Table 3.1.2: PCU factor for speed 

Class of 

Vehicle 

Mean Speed 

Uvkmph 

Speed Factor 

Fu=Uc/Uv 

Two 

Wheeler 
23.51 0.7231 

Four 

Wheeler 
17.00 1.00 

Three 

Wheeler 
15.15 1.1221 

Bus/Truck 10.63 1.5992 

 

3.2 HEADWAY DISTRIBUTION: 

The  PCU factor  based  on this  headway  for  any  class is obtained  by  dividing  the  mean time  

headway  of this  vehicle  with  the  mean time  headway  ofcar. Table-3.2.2 shows the PCU factors for different 

vehicles. 

Table 3.2.1:Headway distribution values in Sec. 

Sr. 

no. 
2 W 4 W 3 W 

Bus/ 

Truck 

1 3.06 4.26 4.68 8.09 

2 3.81 3.91 5.07 5.71 

3 2.56 5.26 5.03 6.37 

4 3.33 4.16 5.76 6.1 

5 2.38 3.85 5.9 7.06 

6 3.64 4.68 7.66 7.06 

7 2.6 4.42 4.31 6.73 

8 3.23 4.04 3.93 8.37 

9 3.6 4.62 3.56 7.74 

10 3.14 3.64 3.93 5.67 

Avg. 3.14 4.28 4.98 6.89 

 

If T sec is the elapsed time for n vehicles in the queue of a particular class if vehicle 

moving at a desiredspeed, to cross a line from head to head, the mean time headway t sec is given by 
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Where, 

Ft = PCU factor for time headway for vehicle class V. 

tc= Mean lower time headway for cars. 

tv= Mean lower time headway for vehicle class V. 

Sample Calculation: 

 

For 3 Wheeler. 

 

 

 

Ft = 1.1458 

 

Table 3.2.2: PCU factor for time Headway. 

Class of 

Vehicle 

Mean lower 

headway tvsec  

Headway 

Factor        Ft = 

tv/tc 

Car 0.48 1.00 

Motorcycle 0.35 0.7292 

3 Wheeler 0.55 1.1458 

Bus/Truck 0.77 1.6042 

 

3.3 WIDTH AND LATERAL   CLEARANCE: 

In  most  of  the  roads  considered,  the  traffic  is  following  each  other in  a lane  and  there  is  not much  of  

disturbance  within  the  lane.  Hence the  factors like  the  average length  and width of each  vehicle  class  and  

the  average  transverse  gap  between  vehicles  has  not been considered.  The  effect of  this  is  assumed  to  

be  unity  as the  equivalent factor  for  width. 

 

Where, 

Fw= PCU factor for Lateral clearance for vehicle class V. 

Wc= Transverse gap for cars. 

Wv= Transverse gap for vehicle class V. 
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3.4 DETERMINATION OF PCU VALUES: 

As discussed, the PCU value of avehicle aturban mid-block dependsupon the:   

a) Average effective widthWv. 

b) The mean speed Uv.   

c) Mean lower time headway tv. 

With the increase in meanspeed ofvehicle Uthe time spent bythe vehicle decreases.Lesser the speed, greater is 

the hindrance to the other vehicles.  When other factors remain constant, PCUv is inversely proportional to Uv. 

Thus, 

 

 

Where, Ku is constant of variation in mean speed. 

Similarly,  the  moving  space  occupied  by the  vehicle in  traffic  stream  increases  with the increase  in  the  

meantime  headway  tv maintained  by the  vehicle and hence PCUv is directly  proportional  to  tv. 

 

Where, Kv is constant of variation in mean time headway. 

Generalising these, when alljointly vary and other remaining factors remain constant. 

 

Hence, if the ratio is taken with respect to car, 

 

If PCUv = 1, then  the  PCU values of other  classes can be  obtained  using  the  followingequation  and  the  

results  is  shown  in  Table  3. 

 

 

Sample calculation: 

PUCv for Bus/Truck. 

PUCv = 1 × 1.5992 × 1.6042 

PUCv = 2.5654 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.4.1: PCU values for Nal Stop. 

Class of Width Speed Headway PCU 
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Vehicle Factor Factor Factor Values 

Car 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Motor-

cycle 

1.00 0.7231 0.7292 0.5273 

3 Wheeler 1.00 1.1221 1.1458 1.2857 

Bus/Truck 1.00 1.5992 1.6042 2.5654 

 

4. CONCLUSION: 

The  analysis  is  based on the  field  studies  conducted at Nal Stop in Pune city considering  almost  all  classes 

of  vehicles  commonly  found  in Pune city, India. The  PCU  value  ofeach  vehicle  is  not a constant  but  

varies  with  several  factors  such  as proportion of  otherclasses,  level  of service,  volume  to  capacity.The  

speeds  of  individual  vehicles  in  the  queue  need  not to  be  precisely  equal,  but may vary slightly  from  

vehicle  to  vehicle  and similarly  the  time  headway of individual  vehicles  in the queue. In  this  study,  the  

average  value  of  speed  and  time  headway  is  taken. 

4.1 FURTHER SCOPE OF WORK: 

The data collected from traffic survey and after converting traffic into PCU, peak hour traffic flow can 

be determined and hence a solution to make traffic flow free can be designed. The PCU value is a function of 

space and time and PCU values replicated here are confined for a particular stretch of Nal Stop, Pune. However 

extensive research is to be carried out for the denervation of precise PCU values. To continue with the further 

project work following macroscopic traffic parameters needs to be determined. 

a) Traffic characteristics. 

b) Traffic studies and analysis. 

c) Traffic survey. 

d) Field survey. 

e) Origin and destination. 

f) Traffic planning. 

g)  
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ABSTRACT 

Water samples from river Ganga at Sarsaiya Ghat and Permut Ghat  in Kanpur in Uttar Pradesh were collected 

and physico-chemical parameters were determined using standard analytical procedure in Jan. to Dec. 2013.  

pH (8.2-9.3),Chloride and phosphate contents of water samples were determined 18-25 mg/l and 0.06-0.14 ppm 

respectively, Total hardness 96.6-166.2 mg/l, fluoride level were also 6.0-6.3 mg/l, DO of samples were 6.1-6.9 

mg/l, BOD were 6.5-7.5mg/l and COD were 30-40 mg/l. These results were said to their agreed with the limits 

set by World Health Organization (WHO) for drinking water. 

 

Keyword:  Physico-Chemical, WHO, Drinking Water. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Water the most essential requisites that nature has provided to sustain life on earth.About80% earth surface is 

covered by water. The deteriorate quality of water create various problems for mankind. The growth in 

population, about 90% of which occur in urban areas, increases the demand for water for domestic and industrial 

uses. Water pollution from domestic and human waste is the main cause for human being water born disease. 

The industrial water pollution is due to inadequate measure adopted in the industry for the abatement of 

pollution. It is need of time to protect environment for present and future generations. The purpose of study into 

prepares qualitative assessment of abiotic and biotic conditions prevailing in river Ganga. 

    

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 

The Kanpur on National Highway no.1 and 2 and falls on the Broad Gauge NR Railway line between Delhi and 

Kolkata. 

Water samples were collected in clean polythene bags and subjected to chemical analysis for measurement of 

different parameters such as temperature, pH, DO, BOD, COD, fluoride, chloride, phosphate, hardness and total 

dissolved by standard analytical method in Jan. to Dec. 2013. 

 

                                                                                                                                                      

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
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The values of different parameter with respect to sampling stations ( Sarsaiya Ghat and Gola Ghat ) are given in 

Table-1 and Table-2. The transparency values of sample were 19.5-54.5 cm. Maximum value is 54.5 in 

Feb.2013 at Gola Ghat while minimum value is 19.5 cm in Jun. 2013 at Gola Ghat. The temperature of water 

was 16.4-36.4
0
C. Maximum value is 36.4 in Jun.2013 at Gola Ghat while  minimum value is 16.4 in Jan. and 

Jun.2013 at Gola Ghat. The WHO (1992) did not recommend any definite temperature for drinking water. The 

pH value were 8.1-9.3, Maximum value of pH is 9.3 in Jan.2013 at Gola Ghat   While minimum is 8.1 in Apr,  

2013.. 

Total dissolved were 135.0-139 mg/l .Maximum value is 139 mg/l in Jul. and Aug.2013 at Gola Ghat as well as 

Sarsaiya Ghat while minimum value is  135 mg/l in Jan.2013 at Gola Ghat,which are under limits. The total 

hardness of water was 96.6-166.2 mg/l. The maxim um value is 166.2 in Jun.2013 at Sarsaiya Ghat while 

minimum value is 96.6 in Sept.2013 at Sarsaiya Ghat. The levels of hardness are below the levels (300 mg/l) as 

laid down by Indian standard and thus water is soft. Fluoride level were 6.0-6.3 mg/l, the maximum value is 6.3 

mg/l in July 2013 at Sarsaiya Ghat and Gola Ghatb  while minimum value is 6.0 mg/l in May 2013 at Sarsaiya 

Ghat and Gola Ghat, which are low. The chloride contents of water were 14-25 mg/l. The maximum value is 25 

mg/l in March. and Apr.2013 at Gola Ghat  while minimum value is 14 mg/l  in May, Jun. and Jul.2013 at 

Sarsaiya Ghat  which is below the prescribed limit (250mg/l) The COD value of water were  25-40 mg/l. 

Maximum value of COD is 40 in Dec.2013 at Gola Ghat  while minimum  25 mg/l in June and July 2013 at 

Sarsaiya Ghat.. 

The DO value of water were 5.0-7.1 mg/l. Maximum value of DO is 7.1 mg/l in Jan. and Dec.2013 at Gola Ghat  

while minimum is 5.0 in June 2013 at Gola Ghat which are permissible limit. The BOD value of water were 4.0-

7.5 mg/l. Maximum value of BOD is  7.5 in May 2013 at Sarsaiya Ghat. while minimum value is 4.0 mg/l in 

Jan,  2013at Sarsaiya Ghat. 

Table- 1. Physico-chemical characteristics in river Ganga at Sarsaiya  Ghat, Kanpur 
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Jan. 16.4 50.5 8.9 6.9 4.0 36 15 0.09 111.2 135 6.1 

Feb. 18.9 52.0 8.8 6.3 5.5 36 15 0.09 107.3 136 6.1 

Mar. 23.6 38.5 8.6 6.1 6.5 31 16 0.09 143.9 136 6.2 

Apr 31.4 37.0 8.1 6.2 6.0 30 15 010 155.2 135 6.1 

May 35.5 29.0 8.4 5.4 7.5 26 14 0.11 160.1 136 6.0 

Jun 36.1 20.0 8.3 5.8 7.0 25 14 0.12 166.2 137 6.2 

Jul 28.2 24.0 8.8 6.1 5.0 25 14 0.10 98.8 139 6.3 

Aug 23.6 20.5   8.7 6.5 5.0 26 15 0.08 98.8 139 6.2 

Sept 24.5 24.0 8.5 6.6 5.5 31 16 0.11 96.6 138 6.1 
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Oct 18.7 28.0 8.9 6.4 4.5 31 16 0.10 99.7 136 6.1 

Nov 18.4 35.5 8.8 6.7 4.5 30 17 0.10 110.4 136 6.2 

Dec 18.3 48.0 8.9 6.9 4.5 39 17 0.11 111.1 137 6.1 

Table-2:   Physico-chemical characterstics in River Ganga at Gola Ghat,Kanpur 
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Jan. 16.7 52.5 9.3 7.1 5.5 36 21 0.10 111.2 135 6.1 

Feb. 18.7 54.5 9.2 6.9 5.5 35 22 0.12 107.4 136 6.1 

Mar. 23.2 39.5 9.1 6.4 7.5 35 25 0.11 143.8 136 6.2 

Apr 31.1 36.5 8.3 6.6 7.0 35 25 014 155.1 135 6.1 

May 35.6 20.5 8.2 5.2 7.5 38 23 0.08 160.0 136 6.0 

Jun 36.4 19.5 8.2 5.0 7.0 30 23 0.10 166.1 137 6.2 

Jul 28.4 22.0 8.2 5.4 6.5 36 19 0.05 98.9 139 6.3 

Aug 23.5 20.0   9.2 5.9 6.5 36 19 0.06 98.8 139 6.2 

Sept 24.2 25.0 8.9 6.2 7.0 35 18 0.06 96.6 138 6.1 

Oct 18.4 29.5 8.6 6.8 7.5 36 18 0.09 99.7 136 6.1 

Nov 18.6 37.0 9.1 7.0 6.0 35 19 0.10 110.4 136 6.2 

Dec 18.3 49 9.0 7.1 6.0 40 19 0.11 111.1 137 6.1 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

It is need of time to protect environment for present and future generations. The purpose of study into prepares 

qualitative assessment of abiotic and biotic conditions prevailing in river Ganga. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an experimental investigation to improve the performance of bond 

behavior between recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) and deformed bar. The bond behavior 

between RAC using 100% recycled coarse aggregate (RCA) and 16 mm diameter deformed 

bar is performed for concrete with normal mixing approach (NMA) as well as with three 

stage mixing approach (TSMA).The load vs slip curves are plotted for both type of mixing 

approaches by conducting five different experiments in each case. The bond test results are 

also compared for virgin aggregate concrete (VAC) and found similar load vs slip curve for 

concrete with TSMA. Hence, this experimental investigation increase the motivation for 

using the construction and demolition (C&D) waste for new reinforced cement concrete 

(RCC) work in construction industries and for conservation of natural resources. 

 

Keywords: C&D Waste, Deformed Bar, NMA, Pullout Test, RAC, Silica Fume, 

TSMA, VAC 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The random and uncontrolled disposal of construction and demolition waste creates several environmental 

impacts and to achieve sustainability in construction the uses of waste concrete as recycled aggregate concrete 

(RAC) is an important focus for construction industries. The conservation of natural resources and preservation 

of environment is the essence for development of a country. Adequate bonding between reinforcing bars and 

concrete is essential for the satisfactorily performance of reinforced concrete structure.  

Research and experimental studies has been carried out in the past by the several researchers for the structural 

performance of RAC but still there is lack of proper guidelines and recommendations in bond behaviour 

between the RAC and steel bar. Hence, to popularize and maximum use of recycled concrete aggregate obtained 

from C&D waste, it is necessary to analyze the development of the bond strength between steel bar and RAC. A 

number of studies have been carried out by several researchers in recycled coarse aggregate concrete and they 

found that the strength is 10-25% lowers than that of conventional concrete, this has been extensively studied by 

Tabsh and Abdel fatah [1]. Etxeberria et al. [2] observed that the compressive strength made with 100% 

recycled coarse aggregate is 20-25 % lower than that of conventional concrete at 28 days with same w/c ratio 
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and quantity of cement Tam et al [3,4] concluded that due to attached mortar in recycled concrete aggregate, it 

has higher water absorption capacity which result in decrease of workability, compressive strength, durability 

and bond strength. They suggested the two stage mixing approach (TSMA) for improving the performance of 

recycled aggregate concrete. In the first stage of mixing, Tam et al. suggested to mix for 60 seconds by adding 

half of total mix water and in second stage of mixing remaining part of water is added for creating a strong 

interfacial transition zone (ITZ) , which leads to improve the performance in the recycled aggregate concrete. 

Ajdukiewicz and Kliszczewicz [5] reported that there is no significant difference between the bond strength of 

re-bars embedded in NAC and RAC. They investigated that there was considerable difference between the bond 

behaviour of plain and deformed bars under equivalent mix proportions. It was also concluded that the presence 

of admixtures influences the properties of recycled aggregate concrete. The value of bond stress at failure for 

recycled aggregate concrete was lower than that of NAC, particularly for plain round bars. They also observed 

that the concrete made from 100% RCA, there is 20% drop in bond strength. While the concrete made from 

100% fine recycled aggregate there is 8% drop in the bond strength. Xiao and Falkner [6] investigated the bond 

behavior between recycled concrete aggregate and steel bars (deformed and plain rebar).They found that bond 

strength between the recycled aggregate concrete and the plain bars decreases with an increase of the RCA 

replacement percentage, whereas the bond strength between the RCA and the deformed rebar has no clear 

relation irrespective of the RCA replacement percentage. Based on their test results, they recommended a 

development length for re-bars similar to ordinary concrete with the conditions of having similar compressive 

strength of concrete. They concluded that the bond strength between RAC and steel re-bar generally lower than 

conventional concrete as because of weak aggregate matrix interface bond. Choi et al. [7] investigated and 

concluded on the bond behavior between recycled aggregate concrete and rebar having replacement percentage 

0%,30% ,50% and 100% and they found that bond strength has negligible effect up to 50% replacement 

percentage. Fathifazl et al. [8] tested the beam-end specimens made from deformed steel bars and recycled 

aggregate concrete. They reported that the bond performance of RAC is 18% to 33% lower than the virgin 

concrete. Robert Prince and B.Singh [9] investigated the bond behavior by using different size of deformed bars 

and having five types of RCA replacement ratios (0%, 25%,50%, 75% and 100%) and compared the bond 

failure between natural aggregate concrete and recycled aggregate concrete. It is also observed that the relative 

bond strength increases with RCA replacement levels and the highest value is obtained for 100% replacement of 

natural coarse aggregates. Butler et al. [10] studied the two sources of RCA by incorporating two types of 

concrete grade M-30 and M-50 and tested the beam end specimens. They observed that the bond strength of 

concrete made from recycled coarse aggregate is 9% to 19% lower than the virgin aggregate concrete under 

equivalent mix proportions when coarse recycled aggregates is used 100%. There are no literatures for 

improving the bond strength by following different established mixing approach. The main objective of this 

paper is to investigate the bond strength between RAC and reinforcing bar by following TSMA along with silica 

fume. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

2.1 Materials 

Cement: In this study, Ordinary Portland cements conforming to IS: 8112-1989 with fineness: 335m
2
/kg is 

used.Table-1 shows the chemical composition of Portland cement. 

Table.1.Chemical Composition of Cement by XRF 

Cement SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 TiO2 MgO P2O5 SO3 K2O Na2O LOI 

 

% by weight  28.17 14.10 44.43 1.64 0.72 5.93 0.03 4.88 0.67 0.43 1.02 

            

Sand: River sand is used as per IS: 383-1970 (Zone-II) 

Water: Potable water is used in the experiment. 

RCA and VCA: The Recycled coarse aggregate (RCA) is collected from 40 years old demolished building of 

civil court Dhanbad. The virgin coarse aggregate is obtained from Dhanbad, Baliapur quarry. The maximum 25 

mm coarse aggregate size is taken in the experiment. In Table-2 listed the fundamental physical properties of 

RCA and VCA. 

Reinforcement: 16 mm dia, deformed bar (HYSD-Fe500) is used. 

Table.2.Physical Properties of VCA and RCA 

Coarse 

aggregate 

Bulk density 

(Kg/m
3
) 

Specific gravity 

 

Impact value 

( % ) 

Crushing value 

( % ) 

Water 

absorption (%) 

VCA 

RCA 

1525 

1487 

2.95 

2.62 

8.89 

19.25 

18.66 

22.98 

1.02 

7.03 

Silica fume: The chemical characteristics of additives materials silica fume (SF) arepresented in Table.3 

Table.3.Chemical Composition of Silica Fume by XRF 

SF SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 TiO2 MgO P2O5 SO3 K2O Na2O LOI 

 

% by  

weight  

 88.80 6.59 0.55 0.44 0.21 0.61 1.36 0.12 1.31 0.00 - 

 

2.2 Three Stage Mixing Approach (TSMA) and Silica Fume (SF) 

In this approach slurry is first prepared by mixing total water, half of cement and silica fume (SF) together and 

in the second stage the total recycled aggregate is poured in the slurry for surface coating of the recycled 

aggregate and mixed for 2 minutes. In the third stage of mixing the half of cement and the total fine aggregate is 

added and mixed for 3 minutes to get final product. The flow diagram of TSMA is presented in Fig.1. 
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Fig.1.Three Stage Mixing Approach (TSMA) 

 

2.3 Mix Proportions and Test Parameters 

The mix proportion is designed as per IS: 10262-2009 for M-25 grade of concrete for all the proposed mix. The 

VAC is mixed by normal mixing approach (NMA) whereas, RACSF-100 is mixed by TSMA and by adding 8% 

silica fume. The water cement ratio is constant in all the cases i.e 0.44.The mix proportions are presented in 

Table-4. 

Table.4.Mix Proportion of NAC and RAC (Kg/m
3
) 

Mix ID Cement 

(Kg/m
3
) 

 

Sand 

(Kg/m
3
) 

 

Aggregate(Kg/m
3
) Water 

(Kg/m
3
) 

Silica Fume 

(Kg/m
3
) 

VCA RCA 

VAC 312 751 1357 0.00 137 0.0 

RACSF-100 312 751 0.0 1357 137 25 

 

2.4 Test specimens  

10 (ten) cube specimens of size 150 mm x150 mm x150 mm are casted by embedding concentric deformed bar 

of size 16 mm dia which is presented in Fig.2. The embedded length of bar is five times of the reinforcing bar 

and the free end of the bar is set in insulator for bond breaker. The cubes are cured at room temperature for a 

period of 28 days. 

 

Fig.2. Details of Pull out Specimens (mm) 

 

2.5 Test Setup and Procedure 

Pullout tests are carried out in Civil Engineering Department at ISM, Dhanbad by using universal testing 

machine (UTM) with capacity 1000 kN. The test is carried out by giving pulling load to the embedded rod in 

upward direction .The specimens are loaded monotonically in increasing manner up to failure and the applied 

maximum load (P) and corresponding slip (s) is measured by load linear variable differential transducer 

(LVDT). 

Surface coated aggregate 

mixed for 3 min 

Final Product  Total water + ½ of 

cement +Silca Fume 

Mixed the 

product for 2 min 

Total coarse aggregate ½ Cement + Total fine aggregate 
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III. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The test results presented in Table.5 indicate the advantage of use of TSMA and silica fume. The bond strength 

of RACSF-100 is equivalent to NAC. The load vs slip curve is presented in Fig.3 is similar trend in both case 

and resemble with Xiao and Falkner (7). Three stage mixing approach (TSMA) helps to improve the quality of 

the  recycled aggregate by filling the cement paste in the cracks, pores and voids and also addition of silica fume 

helps to densify the RAC by improving interfacial transition zone (ITZ) between recycled aggregate and cement 

mortar. 

Table.5. Details of Specimens and Test Results 

Mix ID Diameter of Bar fc (MPa) Pmax (kN) τ max (MPa) Slip (mm) 

VAC 

RACSF-100 

16 

16 

38.50 

38.33 

54.30 

55.43 

13.43 

13.79 

0.887 

0.893 
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Fig.3.Load Versus Slip Curve: RACSF-100 and NAC 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The following observations and conclusions are drawn on the basis of experimental study: 

1. The general shape of the load versus slip curve between recycled aggregate concrete and steel bar is 

similar to that of virgin aggregate concrete and steel bar. 

2. The experimental results show that there is equivalent compressive strength and bond strength at failure 

for both TSMA with 100% RCA and NMA with 0 % RCA. 

3. Three stage mixing approach (TSMA) helps to improve the performance of the recycled aggregate by 

filling the cement paste in the cracks, pores and voids which improve the ITZ. This improvement of ITZ 

gives strong bond strength. 

4. The experimental results help the structural engineers for using C&D waste in reinforced cement concrete 

work for achieving sustainable issues in construction industries. 
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ABSTRACT 

Moore’s law states that the number of transistors that could be integrated into a single die would grow 

exponentially with time. Thus this causes increasing computational complexity of the chip and physical 

limitations of devices such as power consumption, interconnect will become very difficult. According to recent 

analysis the minimum limit for transistor size may be reached. Thus, it may not be possible to continue the rule 

of Moore’s law and doubling the clock rate for every three years. So in order to overcome this physical limit of 

CMOS-VLSI design an alternative approach is Quantum dot Cellular Automata (QCA). In ALU adder plays a 

vital role. In this survey a binary adder is taken for analysis and a new adder is designed based upon QCA 

technology. This modified novel bit adder is implemented into ALU structure. The aim of this proposed 

technique is that to reducing number of majority gates used in the design. This will lead to reduce number of 

QCA cells so that total area of ALU circuit can be minimized compare to previous designs. It also achieves 

reduced power consumption and high speed performances than all other existing ALU design which uses 

normal full adder. 

 

Index Terms: Moore’s law, CMOS, Area, power consumption, Quantum dot Cellular Automata 

(QCA), Full adder, ALU.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 CMOS Technology 

Microprocessor manufacturing processes was governed by Moore's law, and consequently microprocessor 

performance till now. Today many integrated circuits are manufactured at 0.25-0.33 micron processes. But 

recent studies indicate that as early as 2010, the physical limits of transistor sizing may be reached [2]. However 

the performance of various circuits in current CMOS-based architectures  is close to reaching the limit. If the 

feature size of transistors is further reduced to a nanometer, it will produce quantum effects such as tunneling. 

Further, during device scaling process due to the effects of wire resistance and capacitance, the interconnections 

never scale automatically. 
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Addition is an essential operation in any Digital, Analog, or Control system [10]-[13]. Fast and accurate 

operation of all digital system depends on the performance of adders .The main function of adder is to speed up 

the addition of partial products generated during multiplication operation. Hence improving the speed by 

reduction in area is the main area of research in VLSI system design.  

 

1.2 An Introduction to QCA Technology 

As an alternative to CMOS-VLSI, an approach called the quantum cellular automata (QCA) is developed in 

1993[1] to computing with quantum dots. Unlike conventional computers in which information is transferred 

from one place to another by electrical current, QCA transfers information by means of propagating a 

polarization state from one cell to another cell [7].The charge distribution in each cell is aligned along one of 

two perpendicular axes, so that the binary information can be encoded by using the state of the cell. 

Tree adder is an alternate to conventional adder, because by using tree structure carries are generated in parallel 

and fast computation is obtained at the expense of increased area so power usage is also increased.. The main 

advantage of this design is that the carry tree reduces the number of logic levels (N) by generating the carries in 

parallel. The parallel-prefix tree adders are more favorable in terms of speed due to the complexity O(log2N) 

delay through the carry path compared to that of other adders [6]. 

 

1.3 1 Bit ALU Architecture 

The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) performs the basic arithmetic and logical operation. The ALU consists of 

arithmetic extender, logical extender and a full adder which is shown in Fig. 1.Three control signals will decides 

the operation of the ALU. M is the mode control variable which select between arithmetic and logical 

operations. S1 and S0 are selection line used in combination with M to select between the eight arithmetic and 

logical operation the ALU supports. Detail about Arithmetic and Logical extender is explained in [8]. 

 

Fig 1: Architecture of ALU 

The rest of this brief is organized as follows: A brief  introduction to  the QCA technology is discussed in 

Section II and existing adders designed using QCA is given in Section III, the novel adder design is then 

introduced in Section IV, simulation and comparison results are presented in Section V finally, in Section VI 

conclusions are drawn. 

 

II BACKGROUND 

2.1 Basics of QCA 
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The basic element of QCA technique is QCA cell. In QCA cell each cell is having four quantum dots [3] and in 

which two are free electrons. Fig.2 shows the QCA cell diagram.  A quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) cell 

is a square nanostructure of electron wells. The four dots are located in the four corners of this square structure. 

The cell can be charged by using free electrons, because external power supply is not provided here. The 

electrons tunnel to proper location by using the clocking mechanism during the clock transition. Thus there exist 

two electrons in the QCA cell as shown in Fig. 2 and location of the electrons in the QCA cell is to represent the 

binary states. These two arrangements are representing logic 1 and logic 0 respectively by using which the 

binary information can be encoded.  

 

Fig 2: QCA Cell Polarization 

Majority gate and Inverter are the universal logic elements in QCA by using which we can derive any logic 

circuits using coupled quantum dot cell. Inverter is represented in Fig. 3 and Majority gate is in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig 3: inverter 

 

Fig 4: majority gate 

In QCA design two types of crossover is possible such as termed coplanar crossover and multilayer crossover 

respectively. 

 

III. EXISTING QCA ADDERS 
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Several designs of adders in QCA are existing. The RCA [10], [12] and the CFA [11] process n-bit operands by 

cascading of n full-adders (FAs). A CLA architecture formed by 4-bit slices was  presented [10].n-bit CLA has a 

computational path composed of 7 + 4 × (log4 n) cascaded MGs and one inverter The parallel-prefix BKA [12] 

exploits more efficient basic CLA logic structures. Its main advantage over the previously described adders, the 

BKA can achieve lower computational delay. When n-bit operands are processed, its worst case computational 

path consists of 4 × log2 n − 3 cascaded MGs and one inverter. With the main objective tradeoff between area 

and delay, the hybrid adder (HYBA) described in [13] combines a parallel-prefix adder with the RCA. For n-bit 

operands, this architecture has a worst computational path consisting of 2×log2 n +2 cascaded MGs and one 

inverter. When the methodology proposed in [14] was exploited, the worst case path of the CLA is reduced to 4 

× (log4 n) + 2 × (log4 n) − 1 MGs and one inverter. This approach can also be applied to design the BKA. In 

this case the overall area is reduced with respect to [12], but maintaining the same computational path. By 

applying the decomposition method [15], the computational paths of the CLA and the CFA are reduced to 7 + 

2log2 (n/8) MGs and one inverter and to (n/2) + 3 MGs and one inverter, respectively. 

Recently developed novel n bit adder [5] has separate structure for carry and sum generation. This adder has 5n-

4 number of MG’s and n inverters for n bit adders. one problem in this structure is it will not produce correct 

output for LSB bit combination of input(a0b0=01).for example for adding 2 numbers such as 2(10) and 3 (11) 

the actual output is 5(101)but this adder[5] will produce sum as 4(100). 

 

IV.PROPOSED QCA ADDER 

 

In this section, we propose a two new QCA addition algorithm and the corresponding two-bit QCA adder 

structure that reduces the number of the majority gates and inverters required for existing designs [5] and 

eliminate above mentioned drawback also. 

 

4.1 Modified Novel Bit adder 1 

To introduce proposed Modified novel bit adder 1 - n bit architecture first it is designed a 2 bit basic module 

based on proposed algorithm. let us consider 2 operands such as A=a1a0 and B=b1b0 and we designed proposed 

2bit module as shown in fig 5(a).For each bit the  carry is generated by using one majority gate. Sum is 

calculated by cascading of 3 MG’s. 

Given three inputs a, b, and c, the MG performs the logic function reported in (1). Provided that all input cells 

are associated to the same clock signal clkx (with x ranging from 0 to 3) 

         M (a,b,c)=a.b+b.c+c.a                                 (1) 

To create an n-bit adder, let consider two n-bit addends A = an−1, . . . , a0 and B = bn−1, . . . , b0 and for  i = n − 

1, . . . , 0 and  we arrange n proposed one-bit adders vertically in a column which is shown in fig5(b) and 

(c)respectively.  
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Fig 5(a): Modified novel bit adder 1: 2 bit basic module. 

 

       

 

                      

 

 

Fig 5(b): Modified Novel bit Adder 1-Calculation of x0 

This proposed architecture can be implemented by using equation (2) and (3) 

   Ci+1= M (ai,bi,ci)                                                                                                                                     (2) 

   Si=M (M (M (ai, bi, di-1), M (ai,bi,ci), di), di, ci)                                                                                      (3) 

   Where di=~ci+1  

 

Fig 5(c): Modified Novel Bit Adder 1: n Bit Basic Module 

The proposed n bit QCA adder consists of 4n+1 number of majority gates and n+2 inverters. It results in 

reduced hardware compared to the existing [5] structure and retains the simple clocking scheme.  

 

4.2 Modified Novel Bit Adder 2 

Here we now introduce a new Modified novel bit adder 2- n bit adder architecture which reduces hardware 

complexity compared to existing [5] and Modified novel bit adder 1 structure. The basic 2bit module for 
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Modified novel bit adder 2 is shown in fig6 (a).Here the carry is calculated in same way as in proposed 1 

structure and sum block is modified which requires two majority gates only. 

This proposed architecture can be implemented by using equation (4) and (5) 

   Ci+1= M (ai,bi,ci)                                                                                                                                      (4) 

   Si=M (M (ai, bi, di-1), di, ci-1)                                                                                                                   (5) 

    Where di=~ci+1 

To create an n-bit adder, let consider two n-bit addends A = an−1, . . . , a0 and B = bn−1, . . . , b0 and for  i = n − 

1, . . . , 0 and  we arrange n proposed one-bit adders vertically in a column which is shown in fig 6(b). 

 

Fig 6(a): Modified Novel Bit Adder 2: 2bit Basic Module 

 

Fig 6(b): Modified Novel Bit Adder 2: n Bit Adder 

The proposed n bit QCA adder consists of 3n number of majority gates and n inverters. It results in reduced 

hardware compared to the existing [5] structure and prorating the simple clocking scheme.  

 

V. SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS RESULTS 

 

Simulation is performed by using modelsim6.4a simulation tool and the operation is checked for all the input 

combinations. Fig 7 shows the drawback of existing [5] adder ie., wrong output for LSB combinations of 01. 
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Fig 7: Simulation Result of Existing Adder [5] 

5.1 Modified Novel Bit Adder 

Fig 8(a) and 8(b) shows the simulation result of modified novel bit adder 1 and 2 respectively. 

 

      

Fig 8(a): Simulation Result of Modified                Fig 8(b): Simulation Result of Modified 

Novel Bit Adder 1                                                Novel Bit Adder 2 

Synthesis is performed by using Xilinx ISE 8.1i tool fig 9(a) and fig 9(b) shows the area report of Modified 

novel bit adder 1 and Modified novel bit adder 2 respectively. Gate count comparison is shown in Table 1. 

       

Fig 9(a): Area Report of Modified                     Fig 9(b): Area Report of Modified 

Novel Bit Adder 1                                           Novel Bit Adder 2 

Table 1: Comparision For Gate Counts In Adders 

 Existing 

Adder 

Modified 

Novel Bit 

Adder 1 

Modified 

Novel Bit 

Adder 2 

Gate Count 141 102 96 
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(Xilinx )(8 

bit) 

 

5.2 Alu Design Using Modified Novel Bit Adder 2 

Based on above discussion, modified novel bit adder 2 is the best choice in terms of area and delay. So one bit 

ALU is designed using Modified novel bit adder 2 .simulation and area, delay result for proposed ALU is shown 

in Fig 10(a), Fig 10(b), Fig 10(c) respectively. It achieves less area and delay compared to existing ALU [8]. 

     

Fig 10(a): Simulation result of proposed ALU    Fig 10(b): Area report of proposed ALU 

 

Fig 10(c): Delay report of proposed ALU 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

 A new adder in QCA technology was designed which achieves reduced area than all the existing QCA adders 

[5]. The Proposed modified novel bit adder 2 is implemented in 1 bit ALU circuit to improve the efficiency. The 

proposed ALU has total gate count of 54 which is reduced than existing ALU [8] in which  gate count is 66.The 

delay required for proposed ALU structure is 11.904ns which is less than existing in which 15.433ns is needed. 

The functionality is checked by using modelsim simulation tool The Future extension of our work is to design 4 

bit ALU in QCA using Modified novel bit adder 2 structure. 
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ABSTRACT 

A biochip is a collection of miniaturized test sites (microarrays) arranged on a solid substrate that permits many 

tests to be performed at the same time in order to achieve higher throughput and speed. Like a computer chip 

that can perform millions of mathematical operations in one second, a biochip can perform thousands of 

biological reactions, such as decoding genes, in a few seconds. Biochips helped to dramatically accelerate the 

identification of the estimated 80,000 genes in human DNA, an ongoing world-wide research collaboration 

known as the Human genome project. Developing a biochip plat-form incorporates electronics for addressing, 

reading out,Sensing and controlling temperature and, in addition, a handheld analyzer capable of multipara 

meter identification. The biochip platform can be plugged in a peripheric standard bus of the analyzer device or 

communicate through a wireless channel. Biochip technology has emerged from the fusion of biotechnology and 

micro/nanofabrication technology. Biochips enable us to realize revolutionary new bio analysis systems that can 

directly manipulate and analyze the micro/nano-scale world of biomolecules, organelles and cells. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 What is a biochip? 

A biochip is a collection of miniaturized test sites (microarrays) arranged on a solid substrate that permits 

many tests to be performed at the same time in order to achieve higher throughput and speed. Typically, a 

biochip's surface area is no larger than a fingernail. Like a computer chip that can perform millions of 

mathematical operations in one second, a biochip can perform thousands of biological reactions, such as 

decoding genes, in a few seconds.Biochip is a broad term indicating the use of microchip technology in 

molecular biology and can be defined as arrays of selected biomolecules immobilized on a surface. Biochip 

will also be used in animal and plant breeding, and in the monitoring of foods and the environment.Biochip 

is a small-scale device, analogous to an integrated circuit, constructed of or used to analyze organic 

molecules associated with living organisms. One type of theoretical biochip is a small device constructed of 

large organic molecules, such as proteins, and capable of performing the functions (data storage, processing) 

of an electronic computer. The other type of biochip is a small device capable of performing rapid, small-

scale biochemical reactions for the purpose of identifying gene sequences, environmental pollutants, airborne 

toxins, or other biochemical constituents. 
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Fig 1.1Biochip 

                                                                                                                                                

II. HOW DOES A BIOCHIP WORK? 

           

The "chip contains a 10 character alphanumeric identification code that is never duplicated.                                     

When a scanner is passed over the chip, the scanner emits a 'beep' and your ... number flashes in the scanner's 

digital display." Biochips concentrate thousands of different genetic tests on a surface area of just a few square 

centimetres so that they can be analysed by computer within a very short space of time. On the one hand this 

makes the individual genetic tests much cheaper  and on the other hand, thanks to the capacity, many more tests 

can be carried out. 

Biochips concentrate thousands of different genetic tests on a surface area of just a few square centimetres so 

that they can be analysed by computer within a very short space of time. On the one hand this makes the 

individual genetic tests much cheaper and on the other hand,   many more tests can be carried out. Affymetrix 

invented the “high-density microarray” in 1989 and has been selling this assay since 1994 under the name of 

Gene Chip® (figure 1). In this context, microarray means that the genetic tests are organised (arrayed) 

inmicrometrespacing (micro).As it was not previously possible to go below the millimetre range, the description 

“high density” is certainly justified. Experiments (e.g. measurement ofgene activity or sequencing to 

demonstrate mutations and polymorphisms) that could previously only be done individually, one after the other, 

can now be carried out in large numbers at the same time and in a highly automated manner. 

 

III. BIOCHIP ARCHITECTURE 

 

The biochip implant system consists of two components; a transponder and a reader or scanner. The transponder 

is the actual biochip implant. The biochip system is a radio frequency identification (RFID) system, using low-

frequency radio signals to communicate between the biochip and reader. The reading range or activation range, 

between reader and biochip is small, normally between 2 and 12 inches. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

3.1Size 

The size of Biochip is of a size of an uncooked rice grain size. It ranges from 2inches to 12inches. 
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Fig 3.1 Actual Size of Chip 

 

3.2 Components 

3.2.1 The Transponder: The transponder is the actual biochip implant. It is a passive transponder, meaning it 

contains no battery or energy of it's own. In comparison, an active transponder would provide it’s own energy 

source, normally a small battery. Because the passive biochip contains no battery, or nothing to wear out, it has a 

very long life, up to 99 years, and no maintenance. Being passive, it's inactive until the reader activates it by 

sending it a low-power electrical charge. The reader "reads" or  

                   

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Fig 3.2 Components 

"Scans" the implanted biochip and receives back data (in this case an identification number) from the biochip. 

The communication between biochip and reader is via low-frequency radio waves. The biochip-transponder 

consists of four parts; computer microchip, antenna coil, capacitor and the glass capsule.  

3.2.2 Computer Microchip: The microchip stores a unique identification number from 10 to 15 digits long. The 

storage capacity of the current microchips is limited, capable of storing only a single ID number. AVID 

(American Veterinary Identification Devices), claims their chips, using a nnn-nnn-nnn format, has the capability 

of over 70 trillion unique numbers. The unique ID number is "etched" or encoded via a laser onto the surface of 

the microchip before assembly. Once the number is encoded it is impossible to alter. The microchip also 

contains the electronic circuitry necessary to transmit the ID number to the "reader". 

3.2.3 Antenna Coil: This is normally a simple, coil of copper wire around a ferrite or iron core. This tiny, 

primitive, radio antenna "receives and sends" signals from the reader or scanner. 

3.2.4 Tuning Capacitor: The capacitor stores the small electrical charge (less than 1/1000 of       a watt) sent by 

the reader or scanner, which activates the transponder. This "activation" allows the   transponder to   send back 

the ID number encoded in the computer chip. Because "radio waves" are utilized to communicate between the 

transponder and reader, the capacitor is "tuned" to the same frequency as the reader. 

3.2.5 Glass Capsule: The glass capsule "houses" the microchip, antenna coil and capacitor. It is a small capsule, 
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the smallest measuring 11 mm in length and 2 mm in diameter, about the size of an uncooked grain of rice. The 

capsule is made of biocompatible material such as soda lime glass. After assembly, the capsule is hermetically 

(air-tight) sealed, so no bodily fluids can touch the electronics inside. Because the glass is very smooth and 

susceptible to movement, a material such as a polypropylene polymer sheath is attached to one end of the 

capsule. This sheath provides a compatible surface which the bodily tissue fibers bond or interconnect, resulting 

in a permanent placement of the biochip.     

 3.2.6 Cost: Biochips are not cheap, though the price is falling rapidly. A year ago, human biochips cost $2,000 

per unit. Currently human biochips cost $1,000, while chips for mice, yeast, and fruit flies cost around $400 to 

$500. The price for human biochips will probably drop to $500 this year. Once all the human genes are well 

characterized and all functional human SNPs are known, manufacture of the chips could conceivably be 

standardized. Then, prices for biochips, like the prices for computer memory chips, would fall through the floor. 

 

IV. APPLICATIONS OF BIOCHIP 

4.1Genomics  

Genomics is the study of gene sequences in living organisms and being able to read and interpret them. The 

human genome has been the biggest project undertaken to date but there are many research projects around the 

world trying to map the gene sequences of other organisms. The use of Biochip facilitate: Automated genomic 

analysis including genotyping, gene expression DNA isolation from complex matrices with aim to increase 

recovery efficiency DNA amplification by optimizing the copy numberDNA hybridization assays to improve 

speed and stringency .5.2Proteomics 

Proteome analysis or Proteomics is the investigation of all the proteins present in a cell, tissue or organism. 

Proteins, which are responsible for all biochemical work within a cell, are often the targets for development of 

new drugs. The use of Biochip facilitate:  

 High throughput proteomic analysis  

 Multi-dimensional 

micro separations (pre LC/MS) to achieve high plate number  

 Electro kinetic sample injection for fast, reproducible, samples  

 Stacking or other preconcentration methods (as a precursor to biosensors) to improve detection limits  

 Kinetic analysis of interactions between proteins to enable accurate, transport-free kinetics  

 

4.2 Cellomics 

Every living creature is made up of cells, the basic building blocks of life.. Cells are used widely by for several 

applications including study of drug cell interactions for drug discovery, as well as in bio sensing. The use of 

Biochip facilitate:  

 Design/develop"lab-in-cell" platforms handling single or few cells with nan probes in carefully                                                                          

 Controlled environments.  

 Cell handling, which involve sorting and positioning of the cells optimally using DEP, optical traps etc.  

 Field/reagent based cell lysis, where the contents of the cell are expelled out by breaking the membrane, 

or increase the efficiency of transfection using reagents/field  

 Intracellular processes to obtain high quality safety/toxicity ADME/T data  
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4.3 Biodiagnostics and (Nano) Biosensors 

Bio diagnostics or bio sensing is the field of sensing biological molecules based on electrochemical, 

biochemical, optical, luminometric methods. The use of Biochip facilitate: Genetic/Biomarker Diagnostics, 

development of Bio warfare sensors which involves optimization of the platform, reduction in detection time 

and improving the signal-to-noise ratio  

 Selection of detection platform where different formats such as lateral flow vs. microfluidics are compared 

for ease/efficiency Incorporation of suitable sensing modality by evaluating trade-offs and down select 

detection modes(colour / luminometric, electrochemical, biochemical, optical methods) for specific need. 

 

4.4 Protein Chips for Diagnosis and Analysis of Diseases 

The Protein chip is a micro-chip with its surface modified to detect various disease causing proteins 

simultaneously in order to help find a cure for them. Bio-chemical materials such as antibodies responding to 

proteins, receptors, and nucleic acids are to be fixed to separate and analyze protein. 

 

V. DEVELOPMENTS & PROJECTS 

5.1 View of the Future 

The immediate prospects for biochip technology depend on a range of technologic and economic 

issues. One is the question of chip reusability. Current biochips are of necessity disposable, in part because the 

current devices are not physically robust. For example, nucleic acid probes tend to break away from a 

supporting glass plate. A decade from now, this problem may have been better addressed, making the chips more 

reusable, and perhaps at the same time permitting probes with longer spans of genetic data than are feasible 

today. In this way, a manufacturing improvement might facilitate more powerful forms of genetic analysis. On 

the other hand, it may be better to manufacture biochips so inexpensive that they can be used once and then 

discarded. Another issue is biochip versatility. Current biochips are single-purpose, hardwired devices. Even if 

future biochips do not become programmable, in the fashion of computer chips, they may become usable for 

multiple purposes, such as the analysis of a tissue sample for numerous pathogens.  An overarching issue is 

standardization. For diagnostic purposes, any medical test should be administered, and its results interpreted, in 

a standardized way. Beyond that, it seems desirable for biochips performing different tests to have an output 

detectable by the same readout device. Hence, a race is underway to create a biochip platform or motherboard 

capable of handling a wide range of biochips, irrespective of the internal details of a given chip's function. In 

particular, two companies, Affymetrix and Molecular Dynamics, have formed the Genetic Analysis Technology 

Consortium, or GATC (a name that also represents the four nucleotides that carry genetic code in DNA). The 

hope is to establish industry-wide standards for the reading of biochips.   

 

VI. ADVANTAGES & DISADVANTAGES 

Advantages 

 The ability to detect multiple viral agents in parallel e.g. differential diagnosis of agents from other diseases 

that cause similar clinical symptoms, or the recognition of complex mixtures of agents. .Clarification of 

syndromes of unknown aetiology .Increase speed of diagnosis of unknown pathogens ("future proofed" 

surveillance tools).  
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 .Viral typing (AIV, FMDV, Rabies)  

 .Drive policy for diagnostics and disease control.  

 .Epidemiological tracing  

 .Interagency collaboration. The consortium consists of National, EU and OIE reference laboratories and has 

access to real sample material from a wide selection of hosts and viruses.  

Disadvantages 

 These methods have problems that a DNA chip cannot be fabricated at high density and mass     production 

is limited. Thus, these methods are applicable to fabrication of a DNA chip for study. 

.Meanwhile, the DNA chip and the DNA microarray have different fabrication methods but are similar in 

that different oligonucleotides are aligned on a square spot having a certain size in a check pattern. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Biochips are fast, accurate, miniaturized, and can be expected to become economically advantageous attributes 

that make them analogous to a computer chip. One expects to see an accelerated trend of ultra miniaturization, 

perhaps involving entirely novel media, and an increased ability to analyze not only genetic material but also 

other types of biologic molecules. One expects, too, an eventual harmonization of technologies, so that 

dominant fabrication strategies will emerge, at least for certain types of applications, including a favoured 

format for genetic analysis and another for antibodies and other proteins. Since the potential applications are 

vast, both for research and for clinical use, the potential markets for biochips will be huge, a powerful driving 

force for their continued development. 
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